2017 FSU GAME DAY PLAN

A Guide to Assist Your Visit to Doak Campbell Stadium on Game Day

This guide contains important information, policies and useful tips that will assist you on game day.
General Information
General Parking
ADA Parking and Assistance
Game Day Traffic Patterns
Spirit Express Route
Game Day Tailgating
Golf Carts
Items Prohibited in the Stadium
Clear Bag Policy
ADA Transportation
Concessions and Game Day Dining
The Moore Athletic Center
Maps of Campus / Booster Parking
Emergency Response Information
Banner Policy
Smoking Policy
ATM Locations
Special Care Populations
UBER and Taxi Drop off and Pick Up
General Seating for Students / Entry for Students
Drone / Personal Aircraft Policy
Champions Club Project / Entrances / Exits:
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The vast majority of FSU fans and visitors conduct themselves safely and appropriately on game day. The increased support and attendance on game days has led to increased safety concerns and managing those concerns while providing a safe environment is the goal of the Florida State University Police Department.

The Game day Game plan is provided to assist visitors and fans with important information that will help ensure a safe and fun environment for everyone who comes to a game.

What types of safety concerns do these regulations address?

Parking on sidewalks is a good example. When cars are parked on the sidewalk, pedestrians are pushed into the street and into the path of vehicle traffic. This is especially dangerous after games, when 85,000 or more fans are leaving the stadium.

This also makes it difficult for emergency vehicles – ambulances, fire trucks – to respond to the scene if they are needed.

To help provide important information using today’s technology the FSU Police Department has provided detailed game day information on the department’s APP called SEMINOLE SAFE. You can click on this LINK to download the App.
General Parking Overview

FSU will be providing a limited amount of public parking on campus this year for football. For the first game, a limited amount of public parking will be available in the Dewey St. Lot (corner of Dewey St. and Call St.) and in the Diffenbaugh Lot (corner of Pensacola St. and Copeland St.). Parking in these lots will be $10 per vehicle (cash only). As with all other football parking lots, tailgating will be restricted to the parking space purchased and spaces will not be sold solely for tailgating. No shuttle services will be provided. More campus parking locations could be added in the future if space is available. The availability of campus public parking will be game-by-game and will depend on other campus special events, university needs, and weather conditions.
Several campus parking venues, mainly west of Woodward Avenue, will be closed for reserved parking on home football game days. All vehicles **MUST** be removed from these lots by 11:59PM on the Friday before a home game (*students, please do not relocate to Faculty/Staff parking areas until after 4:30PM on Fridays*). Vehicles parked after 11:59PM on the Friday before game day will be towed at the owner's expense. This includes the overnight parking venues on the top floors of the Woodward Street, Spirit Way, St. Augustine and West Pensacola parking garages. All floors of the Call Street and Traditions parking garages are available for overnight parking on the weekends.

The two lots on Lake Bradford Road are reserved for Seminole Booster motor home parking; therefore, no vehicles will be permitted in those lots after 8:00PM on Thursday, prior to game day. Vehicles parked in those lots after 8:00PM two days prior to game day WILL BE TOWED at the owner's expense. *The tow company will be Hobkirk Enterprises Towing & Recovery, phone number 850-224-6456.*

All vehicles parked on the IM Fields (Booster Lot 14) must be removed within **3 hours after the end of the game.** Remaining vehicles will be towed at the owner's expense.

FSU encourages fans to ride the Spirit Shuttle ($5 round-trip) from the Donald L. Tucker Civic Center to and from the stadium for easy game day parking. Shuttles will begin running 2 hours prior to kickoff. Please make plans to arrive early to enjoy the pre-game festivities.

Please view the [FSU Campus Parking Map](#) to assist in locating parking lots available to faculty, staff and students on football game weekends.
Disabled Parking Program (DPP)

Florida State University is committed to ensuring that individuals with disabilities are not discriminated against and that they have equal opportunity and access to all the rights and privileges enjoyed by those who are not disabled. The University complies with all applicable federal and state laws, regulations, ordinances, orders, and rules.

In addition to complying with applicable laws, FSU has dedicated disabled parking for home football games. Due to the high demand for parking during FSU football games, these parking spaces are available through an application process.

Disabled parking spaces for FSU football games are located either adjacent to the stadium or in the West Pensacola Parking Garage (Booster Lot 9), which is located on the northwest corner of St. Augustine Street and Walker Street (just south of West Pensacola Street). Individuals provided access to a disabled parking space or area will be mailed information that includes a game day parking placard(s) and a parking map with directions to assigned space or area. The placards are non-transferable and remain the property of Florida State University.

Every attempt will be made to accommodate each request. However, due to the limited allocation of parking spaces, assignments will be made on a first-come, first-served basis. An individual who has received a parking placard in a prior year will not automatically receive a parking placard for subsequent years; an application must be completed each year. Any applicant who applies for disabled parking but does not receive a space due to limited availability will be placed on a waiting list in the order that the request was received. At the time a space becomes available, the applicant will be promptly notified. Those not assigned a disabled parking space in the West Pensacola Street Parking Garage can take advantage of additional disabled parking at St. Augustine Parking Garage located on the northeast corner of Copeland Street and St. Augustine Street. Dial-A-Ride transit services are available at both parking locations.

An individual who receives a parking assignment as a part of their Seminole Boosters package must choose either their Booster location or the disabled parking location, but not both. Selecting disability parking will cancel the Boosters parking assignment. Football Ticket Information: Don't forget to request seating accommodations, if needed.
Additional Resources

- Welcome-Rules-Procedures
- Disabled Parking Application
- Disabled Parking Program Map
- Unreserved Offsite ADA Parking
- West Pensacola Parking Garage (Lot 9) Map
- Stadium Restroom & Elevator Map

Game Day Traffic Patterns

The University's traffic management plan is coordinated with local and state law enforcement to give fans a safe and timely arrival and egress solution.

Law enforcement personnel will be positioned at major intersections and event staff will assist with parking lots at the conclusion of the game to direct traffic flow off campus. Please keep in mind that staff may be forced to change directions and routes on a game by game basis because of unforeseen circumstances such as accidents, traffic and other issues that often arise on game day. Please note that these actions always have the fans' best interests and safety in mind and are in no way meant as a hindrance. The goal of The Florida State University and City of Tallahassee staff and law enforcement is to provide the safest and most efficient routes, both on and off campus.
**Game Day Traffic Patterns**

**Pre-Game Traffic Routes**

Using Jefferson Street for the Spirit Express Pre and Post Game

Using Pensacola Street and St. Augustine in their normal direction PREGAME

**Post-Game Traffic Routes**

Using Pensacola Street and St. Augustine as Exits for Traffic POSTGAME
The Spirit Express will now run on a dedicated route for Spirit Express only using Jefferson Street to travel between the Tucker Center and Doak Campbell Stadium utilizing 12 Star Metro buses.

Staging and loading location at the Tucker Center will remain the same as years past at the East driveway adjacent to MLK Blvd. You will need to redeem your two Spirit Express coupons for wrist bands at the Tucker Center to gain access to the buses.

Drop-off/pick-up locations at Doak Campbell Stadium will be located on the West side of Varsity Drive. Please see the enclosed map for location.
Tailgating

As detailed in the FSU Alcohol Policy “tailgating” are gatherings occurring in the designated parking areas surrounding the area of Doak Campbell Stadium prior to and after scheduled football games.

(a) Florida State University does not support or condemn the consumption of alcohol by individuals 21 years of age or older at tailgate events.

(b) Florida State University does not condone any act related to excessive consumption of alcohol that impairs, interferes, or endangers the safety or enjoyment of anyone attending these events, including the individual who chooses to consume alcohol.

(c) Individuals who choose to consume alcohol are responsible for their behavior and should not operate a motor vehicle after they have consumed alcohol.

(d) The use of charcoal at tailgating activities on campus is strongly discouraged.

(e) Tailgating: locations not reserved for booster operations (parking or traffic control) are on a first come first served basis. Tailgate locations cannot disrupt pedestrian traffic on sidewalks or violate university rules or state laws for safe operation.

How is alcohol consumption managed on game days?

Legal and responsible consumption of alcohol is allowed on campus on game days other than in the family-friendly (Jimbo’s True Seminole Tailgate) in the Wildwood Plaza near Wildwood and Ragans Residence Halls. Please note the university police works in conjunction with local and state law enforcement such as the Leon County Sheriff’s Office, Tallahassee Police Department, Alcohol Beverage and Tobacco and the Florida Department of Law Enforcement. Underage alcohol consumption laws are enforced and violators are subject to arrest.

NEVER DRINK AND DRIVE. The Leon County Multi-Agency DUI Strike Force patrols during game day weekends to strictly enforce Florida’s impaired driving laws. The message is simple – Drive Sober or Get Pulled Over!
Alcoholic beverages are not allowed inside Doak Campbell Stadium. Certain enclosed areas surrounding the stadium (i.e. University Club, Skyboxes, etc.) do allow alcoholic beverages; however, these may **NOT** be brought into the patron seating area in the stadium or under the bleachers. Persons willfully violating this rule will be politely directed to leave the game. Persons who attempt to conceal alcoholic beverages in order to bring them into the stadium will be ejected from the game.

**Tents and Tailgating in Seminole Booster Lots**

Tailgating is fast becoming a time-honored tradition at Doak Campbell. While we encourage you to have a good time, please act responsibly. Fans utilizing booster parking lots are permitted only one parking space per vehicle. We ask you to minimize your tailgating space to permit free movement of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Lots will open five hours prior to kick-off. No one is allowed to setup a tailgating site prior to the five-hour opening.

Tents, tables, tarps, or canopies **are not** permitted in areas that impede foot or vehicular traffic or if they extend into an adjacent parking space.

**SPECIFIC GUIDELINES**

Saving spaces for other motorists is not permitted.

Keep Travel Lanes Open - Vehicles must be given ready access to parking spaces. Tents, tables, and other tailgating items cannot obstruct travel lanes. Safety of tailgaters and emergency vehicle access represent our top priorities.
Tailgating Restriction Lines

Boosters are asked to restrict all tailgating activities within the new restriction lines that have been painted for booster lots 1-6. (See Image)

Oversize Vehicles

An oversized vehicle is defined as being more than 18 feet long and 7 feet in width. There is motor home parking available for boosters by reservation.

Smaller Motorized Vehicles

Golf carts, mopeds, scooters, ATVs and go-carts are not permitted in booster lots unless specifically authorized.
Tents

Size: 12’ by 12’ is maximum size permitted in order for movement in an emergency. A tent cannot be staked to the ground and must be made of a fire-retardant material.

Parking lot: Must be set up in a location that does not take another fan’s parking space or in any way impede pedestrian or vehicle travel lanes.

Sidewalks: Sidewalks must be left open for pedestrians. Grass area between parking stall and sidewalks may be used for tailgating.

During game: Tents are not to be left unattended during game. They should be taken down before entering the stadium.

Tents Purpose: must be for fan entertainment only. No commercial business or display may be made without prior approval from Seminole Booster’s Inc.

Food/Trash Disposal

Do Not Dump Hot Coals in trash receptacles or on parking lot grounds. All tailgating material and refuse should be disposed of in a safe manner.

Responsible Behavior

The Parking lot is not a playground. For the safety of neighboring fans, the tossing of flying objects, Frisbee, ball playing etc. is prohibited. Similar activities involving skateboards, scooters, roller blades, bicycle “trick” riding, live bands, and excessively loud music are prohibited.

Soliciting

Any soliciting, selling, or free distribution of articles in parking lots without Seminole Booster approval is prohibited. Violators are subject to trespass or arrest.
Golf Carts on Game Day:

Golf carts will be available for disabled parking patrons before and after each game.

The golf cart service will begin approximately three (3) hours prior to kick-off and continue one (1) hour after kick-off. Service will resume approximately thirty (30) minutes prior to the end of the game and continue one (1) hour after the end of the game.

Specific information on pick-up and drop-off locations will be made available closer to the first game day.

Personal golf carts are prohibited. An assigned decal must be affixed to the golf cart on game day for authorized operation. Unauthorized golf carts will not be permitted to operate on campus on game day.

Prohibited Items inside the stadium

Prohibited Items in the Stadium

All ticket holders and their belongings may be searched upon entry into stadium. If ticket holders elect not to consent to the searches they will be denied entry into the stadium without refund.

PROHIBITED ITEMS

- Alcohol or illegal drugs
- Weapons or explosives
- Umbrellas
- Food or beverage from outside the stadium
- Coolers or containers, including cans, cups and bottles
- Bags larger than 12” x 6” x 12”
- Backpacks
- Chair-backs with arms or larger than a single seat
- Artificial noisemakers (whistles, bells, air horns, etc.)
- Video equipment, tape recorders, cameras with lenses longer than 6”
- Sticks, poles, flags or signs (selfie sticks)
Prohibited Items inside the Stadium

- Laser Pointers
- Laptops
- Pets (except special service animals)
- Strollers
- Skateboards / Hover boards / Segway’s / Other Personal Transport Devices (unless ADA)
- Beach balls or other airborne objects
- Non-Clear Bags (new)

Additional items may be prohibited at the discretion of the law enforcement officials as dictated by increased threat conditions.

There are no provisions to check/store prohibited items at the gate.

REMINDER FOR YOUR GAME DAY SAFETY
Florida State University asks fans to bring only approved items to Doak Campbell Stadium on game days.

APPROVED ITEMS

PROHIBITED ITEMS

For more information on Game Day guidelines, visit police.fsu.edu.

SEE SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING.
Call 850-645-JERK (5375) or text keyword: 'FSU FAN' and message to 35842.
The clear bag policy will provide a safer environment at home events and should significantly expedite fan entry into FSU athletic venues including Doak Campbell Stadium.

The policy closely matches those already in place at all NFL stadiums.

Under the new policy, each fan is allowed one clear bag (plus clutch or small purse) into FSU home athletic events that conform to the following restrictions:

- **CLEAR** plastic, vinyl or PVC that are no larger than 12” x 6” x 12” (readily available one-gallon, clear, re-sealable plastic storage bags meet the policy)
- If a logo appears on the bag, it cannot be larger than 4.5” x 6.5”
- Small clutch bags no larger than 4.5” x 6.5”, or approximately the size of a hand, with or without a strap are allowed.
- Medically necessary items that are too large to fit into a clear bag within allowable dimensions can be brought in only after clearing a screening process at GATE C.
Approved and Not Approved Items

FLORIDA STATE ATHLETICS
CLEAR BAG POLICY
APPROVED FOR ENTRY

CLEAR TOTE
12" X 6" X 12"
ONE BAG PER PERSON

CLUTCH

SMALL PURSE

WALLET

PLASTIC STORAGE BAG
ONE GALLON, RE-SEALABLE, CLEAR
ONE BAG PER PERSON

NOT APPROVED

CAMERA CASE
BINOCULARS CASE
BACKPACK
PRINTED PATTERN PLASTIC BAG

TINTED PLASTIC BAG
DIAPER BAG
OVERSIZED TOTE
MESH BAG

ADA Transportation (Updated for 2017)

Lot 9
Disabled Parking Program Map

Lot 9
Concessions and Food

A wide array of concessions are available inside the stadium during game time. These include, to name a few, burgers, pizza, pretzels, ice cream, sodas, coffee, sports drinks, water, hotdogs, nachos, and more.
Game Day Dining

The following locations are scheduled to be open during game days:

Location: Suwannee Room (East side of campus; located in the William Johnston Building): Time: 10:30am-7:30pm

Location: Fresh Food Company (West side of campus; on Call Street next to Salley Hall and across from the Medical School): Time: 10:30am - 7:30pm

Location: Subway Café (Oglesby Union): Time: 10:30am - 10:00pm

Location: Starbuck’s (Strozier): Time: 10:00am - 5:00pm - Starbuck’s (Dirac): Time: 10:00am - 5:00pm

Location: Denny’s All Nighter (Woodward Avenue and Parking Garage #2): Time: Open 24 hours

Seminole Pies, Oglesby Union Food court: Time: Open 6:00 PM – Midnight

Honors Building: Chick-Fil-A - Time: Open 7:30 AM – 8:00 PM

Rising Roll Gourmet: Time: Open 11:00 AM – 6:00 PM

POD Market: Time: Open 11:00 AM – 6:00 PM

Want to have your tailgate catered? Leave the food to us – Seminole Dining

(850) 644-7509
The Coyle E. Moore Athletic Center, completed in 2004, is the home of FSU Athletics and Seminole Productions, an auxiliary of the College of Communications. Covering 163,000 square feet of office, classroom, training, and presentation space, Moore is also home to the FSU Athletics Hall of Fame. The Center is located between Gates A and M at Doak Campbell Stadium. The Moore Athletic Center closes to the public two hours prior to game time. Come by before the game and enjoy learning about FSU’s rich athletic traditions which forward the university's “Unconquered” spirit both on and off the field!

Map of Florida State University (Click here)
Click Here for the 2017 Booster Parking Map
Emergency Response

The FSU Police Department, local law enforcement partners, and other emergency management professionals go through great lengths to ensure the safety of game day patrons before, during, and after the game. In the event of an emergency during the game, officials have the capability of communicating with fans through the stadium public address system, the main video screen, televisions located near vending locations within the stadium in addition to other means of communication using the FSU Alert Emergency Notification System. Instructions will be given to fans regarding evacuation orders, or other information that may convey important emergency information. Fans should at all times carefully listen to instructions and follow them. Law enforcement officers and other public safety professionals are provided with emergency instructions and training to assist in the event of a major emergency.

Emergency Response / Unruly Fans

For general law enforcement and medical needs, the stadium is fully staffed with law enforcement officers and medical professionals. Some important numbers to remember are:

Stadium Police Sub-Station: 644-1980

SEE SOMETHING, Say Something: Part of a nationwide initiative to make all sports venues safer is the SEE SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING campaign. Fans are encouraged not to ignore anything suspicious but rather to realize that safety matters in Doak. If you see something unusual text keyword ‘fsufan’ and message to 35842.

Report Unruly Fans – 645-JERK (5375) or text keyword: fsufan and message to 35842
Emergencies Inside and Outside the Stadium – 911
Main Line Campus Police – 850-644-1234
Main Line Tallahassee Police – 850-606-5800
Contact the Stadium Police Substation to report any police or medical emergency. Note that the Tallahassee Fire Department also assigns firefighters to the game for fire and rescue emergencies.

Law enforcement officials operate strategically located cameras to allow for monitoring of events and activities taking place in and around the stadium. These sophisticated devices are able to view large areas, or zoom in on individuals who may be causing disturbances. Please note that when officers are called to an area in the stands, cameras are trained on the area to monitor and record activities.

**Weapons Policy on Game Day**

**WEAPONS**

Weapons are prohibited on the FSU Campus, and persons are subject to being detained or arrested by FSU law enforcement personnel, including their agents, except as a result of the following circumstances:

a. Firearms may be carried by police officers and licensed security personnel expressly authorized by law to carry firearms on school property.

b. The person is 18 years old or older and is lawfully in possession of a weapon or firearm in such person’s private vehicle, as provided in § 790.25(5), Florida Statutes.

c. The person is 18 years old or older and is lawfully in possession of a handgun that is securely encased in a private vehicle pursuant to § 790.25(5), Florida Statutes, regardless of whether or not such person possesses a concealed weapons or firearm license.

d. The person is a registered student, employee, or faculty member of Florida State University who possesses a concealed weapon or firearm license and is in possession of a stun gun or non-lethal electric weapon or device designed solely for defensive purposes and which weapon does not fire a dart or projectile as provided by § 790.06(12)(a)(3), Florida Statutes.

e. The person is 18 years old or older and is carrying a legal firearm other than a handgun, such as a rifle or shotgun, anywhere in a private vehicle when such firearm is being carried for a lawful use and is not being carried concealed on the person.
Alcohol and Drugs Policy – Game Day

Alcohol

As previously mentioned, alcoholic beverages are not allowed inside Doak Campbell Stadium. Certain enclosed areas surrounding the stadium (i.e. University Club, Skyboxes, etc.) do allow alcoholic beverages; however, these may NOT be brought into the patron seating area in the stadium or under the bleachers. Persons willfully violating this rule will be politely directed to leave the game. Persons who attempt to conceal alcoholic beverages in order to bring them into the stadium will be ejected from the game. Persons under 21 years of age who are in possession of an alcoholic beverage, or persons who willfully supply alcohol to persons under 21 years of age are subject to ejection from the game and arrest.

Alcohol / Drugs / Banner Policy – Game Day

Drugs / Contraband

The possession of illegal drugs is a violation of Florida law and in strictly enforced on the FSU campus. Persons who are in possession of illegal drugs are subject to arrest by police.

Banner Policy

A. All banners must be in good taste and not contain grotesque or suggestive expressions that reflect negatively upon Florida State University.

B. Banners cannot cover any existing signs inside the stadium.

C. Banners are not permitted on the overhang areas.

D. Flags, Banners, or Poles will not be allowed in the seating area of the stadium.
Smoking Policy

Smoking is prohibited in all areas of Doak Campbell Stadium with the exception of the designated smoking areas located at Gates B and L ground floor and the open air decks.

Special Care Populations

Wristbands will be made available in the Police Substation (located at Gate C) that can be adhered to the wrist of special care individuals. This wristband will assist law enforcement and first responders in the even the individual is lost. Responsible persons can write on the wristbands any emergency contact information they deem necessary. This is a free service.

Uber and Taxi Drop Off and Pick Up
Interactive Stadium Seating Mapp
General Seating for Student Entry (Updated for 2017)

Click Here for Interactive Seating Map

Student Seating 2017 Student Ticket Info

- Student Ticket Highlights
- Football
- Login to your student account
- FSU student ticket information FAQ
- FSU Student Spear It Rewards Point Program
4-OP-E-7 Unmanned Aircraft Systems (Unmanned Aircraft and Model Aircraft) Operation Policy

Responsible Division: Finance and Administration

Approving Official: Kyle Clark

Effective Date: January 1, 2016

Last Revision Date: August 11, 2016

SPECIFIC AUTHORITY
FDC 4/3621
14 CFR SECTION 99.7
FAA Modernization and Reform Act 2012

OBJECTIVE

To provide an official University policy pertaining to use of unmanned aircraft systems on property owned and managed by Florida State University.

OVERVIEW

The Federal Aviation Administration, and relevant state and federal law, regulates the operation of unmanned aircraft systems, including drones and model aircraft. Florida State University establishes this policy to ensure compliance with those legal obligations for the safety and welfare of its students, employees, and visitors.
A. DEFINITIONS

1. “Unmanned Aircraft System” (UAS), commonly referred to as drones, is defined by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as “the unmanned aircraft (UA) and all of the associated support equipment, control station, data links, telemetry, communications and navigation equipment, etc., necessary to operate the unmanned aircraft. The UA is the flying portion of the system, flown by a pilot via a ground control system or autonomously through the use of an on board computer, communications links and any additional equipment that is necessary for the UA to operate safely” pursuant to Section 331(9) of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112-95).

2. “Unmanned aircraft” (UA) is defined by the FAA as “an aircraft that is operated without the possibility of direct human intervention from within or on the aircraft,” pursuant to Section 331(8) of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112-95).

3. “Small unmanned aircraft” is defined by the FAA as “an unmanned aircraft weighing less than 55 lbs.” pursuant to Section 331(6) of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112-95).

4. “Model aircraft” is defined by the FAA as an “unmanned aircraft that is (1) capable of sustained flight in the atmosphere; (2) flown within the visual line of sight of the person operating the aircraft; and (3) flown for hobby or recreational purposes”, pursuant to Section 336(c) of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112-95).

5. Hobbyist user: Recreational or hobby use is typically understood as the UAS is being flown for personal interest and enjoyment and not for business purposes or compensation or hire.
6. Public/Governmental user: Public entities, which include publically funded universities, law enforcement, fire departments and other government agencies which conduct flight operations for a governmental function including public safety and research.

7. Commercial or Business user: Any commercial use in connection with a business, including: Selling photos or videos taken from a UAS, using UAS to provide contract services, such as industrial equipment or factory inspection, or using UAS to provide professional services, such as security or telecommunications. Examples of Commercial users are: Professional real estate or wedding photography, professional cinema photography for a film or television production or providing contract services for mapping or land surveys.

8. COA- Certificate of Authorization or Waiver. According to the FAA, the COA is an authorization issued by the Air Traffic Organization to a public operator for a specific UA activity. After a complete application is submitted, FAA conducts a comprehensive operational and technical review. If necessary, provisions or limitations may be imposed as part of the approval to ensure the UA can operate safely with other airspace users. In most cases, FAA will provide a formal response within 60 days from the time a completed application is submitted.

9. 333 Exemption – FAA exemption based on Section 333 of the FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FMRA) which grants the Secretary of Transportation the authority to determine whether an airworthiness certificate is required for a UAS to operate safely in the National Airspace System.
10. Part 107 of the Federal Aviation Regulation - new rules for non-hobbyist small unmanned aircraft (UAS) operations – Part 107 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (PDF) – cover a broad spectrum of commercial uses for drones weighing less than 55 pounds including operating Requirements, Pilot Certifications, Airframe (UAS) Certifications, Private considerations and other relevant requirements.

11. Small Unmanned Aircraft System Registration – Effective February 19, 2016, Federal law requires aircraft registration, prior to the first flight, to help ensure safety – for you, others on the ground, and manned aircraft. UAS pose new security and privacy challenges and must be traceable in the event of an incident. It will also help enable the return of your UAS should it be lost. All owners of small UAS weighing more than 250 grams (0.55 lbs.) and less than 55 lbs. must register using this new system. A certificate of registration will be available to download and will be sent to your email address at the time of registration. When operating your UAS you must be able to present the certificate in either print or electronic format if asked for proof of registration. Once registered, operators will receive a unique registration number, not an N-number, and they must mark the registration number on the UAS by some means that is legible and allows the number to be readily seen.

12. Reasonable expectation of privacy - Locations where there is an objective expectation of privacy. Examples include but are not limited to restrooms, locker rooms, residence halls, and health treatment and medical facilities.
B. POLICY

1. All operations of UAS on or above University owned or managed property must comply with all local, state, and federal laws, including FAA regulations, and best practices regarding the use of UAS. The operator of the UAS is responsible to ensure compliance with all relevant laws and regulations in the operation of the UAS.

2. Specific authorization to operate a UAS, including small unmanned aircraft and model aircraft, which is piloted or launched from any University owned or managed property must be granted by Florida State University’s Assistant Vice President for Safety and Chief of Police ten (10) business days before such operation is permitted. UAS operators must provide proof of FAA registration of UAS to the University. This request shall include all pertinent information regarding time, location and participants associated with the requested flight(s).

3. Any University employee or student wishing to operate a UAS as part of their University employment or as part of an University program must;

   a. Commercial: Meet all applicable requirements of Part 107 of the Federal Aviation Regulation for commercial, non-governmental flights.
   b. Public/Governmental: Provide approval from University COA coordinator that proposed flight or program has been approved and is operating under the University’s COA.

This shall be in addition to receiving permission from the Assistant Vice President for Safety and Chief of Police.
4. FAA regulations require that UAS operators operating UAs within a 5 mile radius of Tallahassee International Airport must give specific notice prior to the use of UAs to the airport operator or controller. The University’s main campus is within a 5 mile radius of the airport.

5. Any model aircraft operated on University property may not exceed an altitude of 400 feet; may not be flown outside of the visual observation of the pilot; may not fly near people; may not fly in a careless or reckless manner; may not interfere with manned aircraft operations; and may not be used to take a photograph or video for compensation or sale to another individual, pursuant to FAA guidelines.

6. Any UAS, including small unmanned aircraft and model aircrafts, shall not be used to monitor, photograph, or record areas where there is a reasonable expectation of privacy in accordance with accepted social norms. These areas include, but are not limited to restrooms, locker rooms, individual residential rooms, changing or dressing rooms and health treatment rooms. Further, UAS, including small unmanned aircraft and model aircrafts, shall not be used to monitor, photograph or record residential hallways, residential lounges or the insides of campus daycare facilities.

7. The UAS may not be used to monitor, photograph, or record sensitive institutional or personal private information.

8. The FAA “Notice to Airman” (NOTAM) FDC/3621 forbids all aircraft operations, including UAS operations within a three (3) nautical mile radius (NMR) up to and including 3,000 feet above ground level (AGL) of Doak Campbell Stadium beginning one hour before the scheduled start of a NCAA football game until one
hour after the game ends. However, aircraft operations for broadcast coverage or for operational purposes of the event are authorized with an approved airspace waiver from the FAA. These restrictions do not apply to aircraft authorized by and in contact with Air Traffic Control (ATC) for Department of Defense, law enforcement, or air ambulance flight operations.

9. Any violations of this policy by employees and students will be dealt with in accordance with applicable University policies and procedures. Any third parties that operate UAS in violation of this policy will be treated as trespassers and may be removed from campus. Violators of local, state, and federal laws may be handled by appropriate law enforcement.

10. Additional Liability Insurance: Environmental Health and Safety may want to add a requirement for additional liability insurance for all or part of the three different proposed types of UAS flights.

11. Any faculty, staff, or students operating UAS for hobby or recreational purposes should consult the local chapter of the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA) to locate an AMA-sanctioned location where such UAS use is approved.
Changes game to game: Courtyard Check-In Opens for All Members
(Click on link for up to date information)

You will enter through a beautiful & welcoming new courtyard

- **Center Gates | Members with Champions Club Seats**
- **East Elevator Gate | Members with Stadium Seats**

UCC Members with Stadium Seats
- 3rd floor Ballroom Level & Outdoor Patio

UCC Members with Champions Club Seats
- 4th floor Champions Club Level
- 6th floor Osceola Grill & Terrace Level